Top reasons why
Dell Technologies Services
support data security

As data security concerns
intensify, businesses require
focused security strategies
to help mitigate risk.

Dell Technologies Services is focused on helping businesses meet
growing data security challenges. With recent innovations that
support secure retention of parts as well as redeployment and
retirement of assets, you can rest easy with the assurance that your
data won’t fall into the wrong hands.

Entrust certified experts
with your critical data
Data capital is essential to modern business and most companies
consider it vital to success, but with big data comes big risk. The
overwhelming growth of data and increasing concern for data security
breaches create complexity. Dell Technologies Services can help
protect the security of vital data assets.

Get end to end protection
for your technology needs
Throughout the life of your technology, Dell Technologies Services
ensure vital data security. Keep sensitive data on failed parts completely
in your control with Dell EMC Keep Your Hard Drive and Keep Your
Component for Enterprise or render data unrecoverable on repurposed
or retired products with Dell EMC Data Sanitization and Data
Destruction for Enterprise. No matter your need, risk of unauthorized
access to sensitive information is eliminated.

Adhere to strict regulations
and standards
Regulations and standards regarding data are ever-changing and carry
mounting penalties and business risk. Maintaining compliance can be
challenging especially for very sensitive industries or businesses carrying
highly confidential data. Dell Technologies Services enable customers
to comply with requirements, with alignment to the most updated
standards including US NIST1.

Advance technology
while keeping data secure
Technology helps push businesses into the future and transformation
initiatives are not expected to slow down. As organizations navigate
technology changes, they are further challenged with data security and
compliance. Data Sanitization and Data Destruction for Enterprise
Services use proprietary techniques, aligned to NIST1 800-88 standards,
to render data unrecoverable, ensuring data security on assets that will
be repurposed or retired. Additionally, customers receive a Certificate of
Compliance to satisfy requirements regarding secure handling of
regulated data.

Maintain complete control
of highly sensitive data
Failed parts pose serious risks, making sensitive information vulnerable to
threats. For highly sensitive industries where the risk of data security
breaches is very high, retaining those failed parts helps eliminate risk.
Keep Your Hard Drive and Keep Your Component for Enterprise allow
you to maintain possession over drives and components while
simultaneously getting parts replaced. Sensitive data never leaves your
control, ensuring security as well as enabling compliance with data
privacy regulations.

Promote social responsibility
while maintaining data security
With Data Sanitization for Enterprise Offsite with Asset Resale &
Recycle we can help customers secure data on specific Dell EMC
Server and Storage products as well as similar third-party systems. As
part of this service, we remove old systems from your environment,
securely sanitize data and responsibly reuse or recycle those systems to
contribute to a more sustainable future.

To learn more about how to protect the security of your
company’s critical data through Dell Technologies Services,
visit DellTechnologies.com/Services or contact your
Services sales representative.
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